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       The project idea
• An international meeting place for women about 
gender equality, sustainability, empowerment and social 
inclusion

• High light good examples and role models of the work 
of social enterprises that are working with recycling, 
textile and handicraft

• The meeting place will contribute to exchange of 
experience, development of new ideas, establish contacts 
and build a network for the participants from all countries



It all started without money in the school where Inna Kirsanova taught 
newcomers the German language. Nine years later Upcycling Atelier in 
Rostock is a thriving business. New and beautiful things are created by 
what would otherwise be thrown away. Many hundreds of  people have 
met and manufactured products that have been sold.  At the same time 
they have learnt about sustainability and the environment. And new 
social projects are always in the pipeline.

”I grew up in Russia and my mother knitted, crocheted, sewed and 
resewed my clothes throughout my childhood and well into adulthood”, 
she says. ”Since there was not much to buy in the stores crafts and 
recycling have been a part of  my life for as long as I can remember.”

The first team and first space of  Upcycling Atelier in 2013

Upcycling Atelier starts as a project in 2013
• It is a social project for people from various countries
• The motto is Aus alt mach Neu
• Upcycling – making new things out of  old or used things 

or waste material 

The aims at the start in 2013
• to find colleagues and organize a group of  like-minded 

people
• to make new stuff  out of  old stuff
• to spread the ideas of  sustainability

Shared interest in handicraft
As a teacher for immigrants in Germany, she met people from all over 
the world who shared her interest in and knowledge of  needlework and 
crafts. They started meeting after class in the school premises. They did 
not have money, but yarn and fabric were donated.

Nine years later, Upcycling Atelier is a thriving business that rests on the 
same unbureaucratic and voluntary basis as it has from the beginning. 
Here, people from many cultures have met, created and learned.

Marina Leyerer, also from Russia, met Inna Kirsanova when her German 
husband went on a course to learn Russian. Since she also has a similar 
experience and interest in crafts, she soon became part of  the network
and changed her path from biologist to inspirer and teacher.

Inna Kirsanova

The best social idea became a thriving business

Upcycling Atelier in Rostock, Germany



The first team and first space of  Upcycling Atelier in 2013

Money is not everything
Both point out that money is not everything but obviously matters. The 
first financial support, 1000 euros, came in 2013 when Inna Kirsanova 
won a prize in a competition for the best social idea for her city. Later she 
applied for support for social projects and received 10,000 euros for a 
year of  work.

”It was enough to rent a room at the network of  women entrepreneurs, 
Frauen in die Wirtschaft. When the money ran out after a year, they paid 
the rent for a period. When we got new money, we paid back.”

Many projects
Since the start, the studio has moved twice. The new premises contain 
both a showroom where the products are displayed, a studio where they 
are manufactured and a conference rooms that provide space for 
seminars and also can be rented out. The income comes from various 
projects that they get support for and from sales of  what is manufactu-
red. They welcome school classes and trainees and hold workshops and 
seminars. Children’s parties are another source of  income. The children 
learn to make something new from something old and are allowed to take 
the manufactured items home with them. The same in markets where, in 
addition to selling what is made in the atelier, they also give 20-
minute workshops on recycling.

20 minute creativity
”There is a lot of  things you can create in 20 minutes”, says Marina 
Leyerer. ”Decorate a small cloth bag with color, make tassels (pom poms) 
of  yarn, put stuffing into toy animals or sew on eyes of  buttons. It is a 
way to arouse interest, both to create and to take advantage of  
everything we so easily throw away.”

As time has passed, more and more people have opened their eyes to the 
atelier, which, among other things, has collaborated with a rehabilitation 
center for people with mental disabilities.

”Many have found a place where they feel good and happy”, says Inna 
Kirsanova and tells about a woman from the rehab center who loved to 
organize. She was happiest when she stood in the warehouse and 
arranged fabrics and buttons.

Upcycling in practice

Marina Leyerer



Help to fi nd jobs
Normally, Upcycling Atelier is open 12-18 on weekdays. In the beginning, 
the members took turns being in the atelier. One got Mondays on his/her 
lot, another got Tuesdays. Before the corona pandemic there were often 
4-5 people in place. Those who work in the atelier do so in their spare 
time and out of  desire. Most have regular jobs on the side, but some 
have found their way into working life through the atelier.

”We are not an employment agency, but through our networks we have 
brokered a number of  jobs”, says Marina Leyerer. ”We can give tips that 
there is an internship here or a project position there.”

There are a lot of  activities during a normal pandemic-free year. There 
are sewing courses, seminars and workshops for, among others, newly 
arrived persons, school students, the long-term unemployed and 
pensioners. Upcycling Atelier participates in craft fairs, which are 
plentiful in Germany and invites to special project days, art projects and 
cooking (sustainable and vegetarian to spare the planet). Of  course, 
things are produced, everything from clothes, bags and toys, to jewelry 
and furniture. Used bicycle hoses are the latest recycled material. From 
them it is fi ne to make key chains or bracelets.

Handicraft market

From 2013 till 2021
• During 8 years in all 24 people from different countries 

have participated in the team
• More then 70 trainees
• More then 60 handicraft markets
• Training of  over 300 groups
• Today all in the team are volunteers



Inspiration from many countries
Intercultural dressmaking is one of  the projects that has received 
funding. There, women from different cultures created new garments with 
inspiration from each country. It could be about patterns, embroidering 
techniques or choice of  materials.

The majority of  the volunteers are women. But some men also 
participate, one of  them has taken a course in making things from 
metal wire.

The outside world is constantly present. Globalization, climate change, 
conditions in the textile industry and fair trade are obvious themes in 
educational projects that are conducted.

The book “Rostock. With love for the environment”

https://www.facebook.com/UpcyclingAtelier

https://www.instagram.com/upcyclingatelier/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCyC_vl5Jej8A6fVYhi46C-g

upcycling.atelier@gmx.de

No lack of  ideas
Ideas are not in short supply. Inna Kirsanova is constantly working on 
new projects. They are all about bringing people together, giving them the 
opportunity to be creative, create beautiful products and learn important 
things and thereby fi nd their place in the world. It is integration and 
mental health care in a very special combination. If  it works? Absolutely.

Recycling and upcycling
“We also have training of  trainers, where we train people to be future 
instructors, lecturers and leaders”, says Marina Leyerer. “And we 
participate in activities for young people who do not know what they 
want with their lives. In our workshop, they get to learn about recycling 
and upcycling.”

If  they have made mistakes? Inna thinks. If  she had applied for funding 
for something more large-scale, it would of  course have looked different. 
But better? Doubtful. 

“We are not an organization or company. There are low thresholds to get 
here, we welcome everyone. Here you can learn a little language and feel 
good. That is what’s important.”

“In the beginning, some wanted to see Upcycling Atelier as a way to earn 
their own money. There’s nothing wrong with that, but we do not work 
that way. And those persons are no longer with us. Those who have come 
out of  desire and joy have stayed. Many of  us spend more time with 
Upcycling Atelier than with our friends. We do it because we get so much 
back.”


